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                        With Feng Shui to individual wealth and success!

	The ring is made of 925 sterling silver and fine silver plated.
	In addition, the words Success and Wealth are engraved inside the Wealth Ring.
	Sizes 50-78
	>> DETERMINE YOUR RING SIZE << or you can also order a ring scale scarf
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                    Product Details
                
            




        
                        
                
                    
                        The middle finger stands for wealth and success.

In Feng Shui, wearing a closed ring, ie. a band ring without stone and opening, recommended on the middle finger, so that the money does not "trickle through", but stopped and bundled. Women wear the ring on the right, men on the left ...

	Inside the Wealth Ring, the words Success and Wealth are engraved and work on the principle that, according to the research of Dr. Ing. Masaru Emoto affect the vibration and in the frozen state the structure of the water. Since we humans consist of at least 70% water, the words bring success and wealth into their vibration.


	In addition, the ring is dedicated to wealth and success on every full moon night with wealth-far-away energy, and the energy spiral icon enhances that focus. In this period of recharge, all wealth ring bearers in the morphogenetic field are connected by success and wealth.


	A ring is always a connection, such as friendship and wedding rings to another person. These rings are worn on the ring finger. The ring of wealth creates the connection to individual success and wealth by wearing on the middle finger.


	The success and wealth ring is made of 925 sterling silver and is additionally fine silver plated.
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                    Love energy ring without stone
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                            €79.99
                                                
                        
                    

                            

            
                
            
        

    


    
        
            
The ring is made of 925 sterling silver and has a blue coating. In addition, the word "love" is engraved on the inside of the ring.
Sizes 52-68
>> DETERMINE YOUR RING SIZE << or you can also order a Ring Measure Pattern
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The ring is made of 925 sterling silver and finely silver-plated. 
In addition, the word "LOVE" is engraved inside the ring. 
Sizes 50-78
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The ring is made of 925 sterling silver and finely silver-plated. 
In addition, the word "HEALTH" is engraved inside the ring. 
Sizes 52-76
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  Customers who bought this product also bought:
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The ring is made of 925 sterling silver and has a blue coating. In addition, the word "love" is engraved on the inside of the ring.
Sizes 52-68
>> DETERMINE YOUR RING SIZE << or you can also order a Ring Measure Pattern
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            The mookaite brings one's own needs in line and protects or frees from bad influences.

Healing stone: Mookaite (bracelet Ø 10 - smooth and faceted) + stainless steel parts + stainless steel pearl with energy spiral (Ø 11 mm)
Bracelet: on elastic band (length of bracelet = 19cm - we are happy to change this on request)
Color Mookaite: Color variations...
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            The Balance-Long chain brings body, mind and soul into harmony!

128 healing stones Ø 12, 8 and 6 mm: rock crystal, rose quartz, amethyst, sodalite, chalcedony, blue & green amazonite, light & dark aventurine, prehnite, citrine, light & dark carnelian, moonstone, labradorite plus
+ 2 silver-plated stainless steel pearls with energy spiral...
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            Healing stone: Rock Crystal (Ø 10 mm)
Healing code 8941898 for pets
Energy spiral
Reiki energy
Length: 45mm
Weight: 9g (including packaging)
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The ring is made of 925 sterling silver
gold-plated or platinum-plated
decorated with 57 zirconia stones
Ring sizes 17-21
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            Earrings made of pure stainless steel
Diameter: 5 cm
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The Mars year circle - ear studs are made of 925 sterling silver.
Healing stone: carnelian faceted
Color carnelian: orange
Stone Size: 4mm
Diameter 1 ring: 18mm, 2 ring: 23 mm, 3 ring: 26 mm
Weight of the two ear studs: 1 gram
Quantity refers to pair
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Prehnite is used to calm one's own spirit and strengthen one's own clairvoyance and supernatural powers.

Healing stone: Prehnite (Ø10, Ø8 mm) + stainless steel particles + stainless steel pearl with energy spiral (Ø 11 mm) 
Bracelet: on elastic band (length of bracelet = 19.5 cm - we will be happy to change this on request) 
Color Prehnite:...
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            Our body does not eat anything! Resolve fears and burdens with the number vibration code and frequencies!

Sterling silver bracelet including silver pearl with burned-in energy spiral and number vibration code
Number vibration code 48664176 and frequencies from alternative practitioner Arlbert Ruch
Available in sizes 17-19 cm and 19-22 cm
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            As a protection and source of energy – you should wear it every day!

Sterling silver - chain + leaves in sterling silver or gold plated
the spiral of energy is engraved on the front of the paper
on the back is the vibration code 2332023
Necklace - Length: 45cm + 5cm extension
Dimension leaflets: Ø 10 mm x 0.1 mm thickness
Weight: 2.2 g (without...
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                    You may unsubscribe at any moment. For that purpose, please find our contact info in the legal notice.

                
                     


    
        
            
            
            I accept the terms and conditions as well as the cancellation policy and have read and understood the privacy policy.
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        Contact us

        
            

    
             Gabriele Iazzetta GmbH                        
                

                Rankgasse 4 / Top 1

1160 Wien

Österreich
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                You need to login or create account
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                    Save products on your wishlist to buy them later or share with your friends.
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